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An alternative stochastic diffusion equation is proposed to study the dynamics of nonequilibrium density
fluctuations in concentrated hard-sphere suspensions of interacting Brownian particles with both hydrodynamic
and direct interactions among particles. The singularity of the correlation effect of the many-body hydrody-
namic interactions is shown to drastically influence the qualitative behavior of the relaxation of nonequilibrium
density fluctuations, and thus to cause the two different slow relaxations whose time scales,tb andta , diverge

as the volume fraction of Brownian particles approaches the critical valuefc5~43!
3/~7 ln328 ln212!; tb
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Although there has been a growing interest in the dy-
namic properties of concentrated colloidal suspensions, more
experimental, theoretical, and numerical studies are still
needed to obtain a deeper understanding of the dynamics of
density fluctuations over the whole time range@1–6#. In or-
der to study the self-diffusion process in concentrated sus-
pensions, Tokuyama and Oppenheim@7# have recently pro-
posed an alterative diffusion equation for the average
number density of interacting Brownian particles and found
that the generalized self-diffusion coefficient consists of two
kinds of many-body hydrodynamic interactions among par-
ticles; the screening effect, which mainly contributes to the
short-time self-diffusion process, and the correlation effect,
which dominates the self-diffusion process after the short-
time region, exhibiting a singularity at the critical volume
fractionfc . In this paper, therefore, we study the dynamics
of nonequilibrium density fluctuations in concentrated sus-
pensions based on their theory. We first propose a Langevin
equation for the nonequilibrium density fluctuations
dn(x,t) around the average number densityn(x,t) and then
discuss the asymptotic properties of the self-intermediate-
scattering functionFs(k,t). Thus, we first show that the sin-
gularity of the correlation effects plays an important role in
the relaxations of the nonequilibrium density fluctuations,
leading to slow relaxations near the critical volume fraction
fc .

We consider a colloidal suspension with the particle vol-
ume fractionf54pa0

3n0/3, which consists ofN identical
spherical particles with radiusa0 and an incompressible fluid
with viscosity h0 in the volumeV, wheren05N/V is the
equilibrium number density of the spheres. In this paper we
focus only on a suspension-hydrodynamic stage@7#, where
the space-time cutoffs (xc ,tc), which are the minimum
wavelength and time of the dynamic process of interest, are
set asxc@ l and tD@tc@tB . Here l denotes the screening
length given byl5(6pa0n0)

21/25a0(9f/2)21/2, in which
the hydrodynamic interactions becomes important,tB
5m/(6ph0a0) the Brownian relaxation time of the sphere,
and tD5 l 2/2pDS

S the structural-relaxation time which is a
time required for a particle to diffuse over a distancel ,
where DS

S(f) denotes the short-time self-diffusion coeffi-

cient. As was shown in Ref.@7#, the averaged number den-
sity n(x,t) obeys the alternative diffusion equation

]

]t
n~x,t !5“•@DS„F~x,t !…“n~x,t !# ~1!

with the self-diffusion coefficient

DS~F!5DS
S~f!~12uF / fc! / @11D̂S

S~f!K~F!#, ~2!

whereF(x,t)5fn(x,t)/n0 denotes the local volume frac-
tion and satisfies the conservation law

~1 /V!E dx F~x,t !5f. ~3!

The term (uF/fc) in the numerator of Eq.~2! gives the
coupled effect between the short-range hydrodynamic and
direct interactions among particles. We note here that the
coupling factoru is reduced from 2fc to (9/32)fc by the
short-range hydrodynamic interactions, where 2fc is ob-
tained by the direct interactions only@8#.

As is seen from Eq.~2!, the two kinds of many-body
effects due to the hydrodynamic interactions play a crucial
role in the self-diffusion process. One is a static many-body
~screening! effect L(f) due to the local many-body hydor-
dynamic interactions between particles, which becomes im-
portant for the short-time regiontB!t!tD , and is given by

L~f!5
2B2

12B
2

C

112C
1
D

E F 8D~E1D !

~E14D !~E12D !
2
21C

11C

1
DC2~2E12CE2D !

~11C!~E1CE22D !~E1CE2D ! G , ~4!

where D5BC, E512B1C, B(f)5(9f18)1/2,
C511f/16, andD0 is the single-particle diffusion coeffi-
cient. Then, the short-time self-diffusion coefficientDS

S(f)
is given by

DS
S~f!5D̂S

S~f!D05D0 / @11L~f!#. ~5!

The first term in Eq.~4! is the most dominant term due to the
long-range hydrodynamic interactions. The second and third
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terms in Eq.~4! are just corrections due to the short-range
hydrodynamic interactions and the coupling between the
short- and long-range hydrodynamic interactions, respec-
tively. The other is a dynamic many-body~correlation! effect
K(F) due to the nonlocal long-range hydrodynamic interac-
tions, which plays an important role in the intermediate-time
region t>tD , and is given by

K~F!5~F / fc! / ~12F / fc!
k, ~6!

wherek52 here.
Equation~1! is the generalized diffusion equation which

describes the causal motion of the self-diffusion process in
concentrated hard-sphere suspensions. For the short-time re-
gion tB!t!tD , the direct interaction and the correlation ef-
fect are negligible. Hence the self-diffusion coefficient
DS„F(x,t)… reduces toDS

S(f), and the number density
n(x,t) is described by the short-time diffusive motion given
by nS(x,t)5exp(2tDS

S
“

2)n(x,0). For thelong-time region
tD!t, the number densityn(x,t) becomes constant to be
n0 . Hence DS„F(x,t)… reduces to the long-time self-
diffusion coefficient.

DS
L~f!5DS~f!5DS

S~f!~12mf̂!s2 / @D̂S
S~f!f̂1s2#,

~7!

wheres5f̂21, andf̂5f/fc . Thus,DS
L vanishes quadrati-

cally asDS
L;D0s

2 nearfc because of the singularity of the
correlation effect. For the intermediate-time region, the be-
havior of the number density becomes more complicated be-
cause of the singularity of the correlation effectK(F) near
fc . In fact, such a singularity is expected to play an impor-
tant role in the relaxation of the nonequilibrium density fluc-
tuations as a cage effect which causes a structural arrest,
leading to slow relaxations nearfc . We will investigate this
next.

We now discuss the fluctuationsdn(x,t) around the
causal motionn(x,t). In most cases, they are small as com-
pared to the causal motionn(x,t). However, they are impor-
tant since they are experimentally observable through the
scattering function by dynamic light scattering measure-
ments@9#. When the relative magnitude of the fluctuations to

the causal motion is small,udn(x,t)/n(x,t)u!1, one can lin-
earize Eq.~1! aroundn(x,t) and add a fluctuating force to
obtain a linear Langevin equation fordn(x,t) @10#

]

]t
dn~x,t !5“

2@DS„F~x,t !…dn~x,t !#1R~x,t !, ~8!

where R(x,t) denotes a Gaussian, Markov random force
with zero mean and satisfies

R~x,t !dn~x8,0!50. ~9!

Here the bar denotes the average over a suitable initial sta-
tistical ensemble, wheredn(x,t)50.

Equation ~9! is a linear stochastic equation which de-
scribes a linear relaxation process around the time-dependent
nonequilibrium state determined by Eq.~1!. In order to dis-
cuss the stochastic properties of the random force, one has to
derive Eq.~8! from first principles. This is not easy to do in
general. In the equilibrium state, however, the correlation
function of the random forces is easily obtained from Eq.~8!.
In fact, from Eq.~8! we obtain, in the limitt→`,

R~x,t !R~x8,t8!522n0DS
L~f!d~ t2t8!“2d~x2x8!.

~10!

Thus, Eq.~10! satisfies the usual fluctuation-dissipation rela-
tion of the second kind.

In terms of the Fourier components

dnk~ t !5E dx exp~ ik–x!dn~x,t !, ~11!

Eq. ~8! takes the form

]

]t
dnk~ t !52k2DS

L~f!dnk~ t !

2(
q

Mkq~ t;f!dnq~ t !1Rk~ t ! ~12!

with the memory function

Mkq~ t;f!5k2DS
SE dx

V
eik–x

~12z!@D̂S
S1us2~12f̂z!22D̂S

Sf̂2z$11u~12s2f̂z!%#

~D̂S
S1s2 / f̂ !@D̂S

Sf̂z1~12f̂z!2#
e2 iq–x, ~13!

wherez(x,t)5F(x,t)/f5n(x,t)/n0 . It is convenient to in-
troduce a correlation functionFkq(t) by

Fkq~ t !5dnk~ t !dnq* ~0! /N. ~14!

Use of Eqs.~9!, ~12!, and~14! then leads to

]

]t
Fkk~ t !52k2DS

L~f!Fkk~ t !2(
q

Mkq~ t;f!Fqk~ t !.

~15!

The intermediate scattering functionF(k,t) is given by
F(k,t)5Fkk(t) and can be separated into a self-part
FS(k,t), which describes the average self-motion of indi-
vidual particles, and a cross partFC(k,t), which describes
the average relative motion between different particles;
F(k,t)5FS(k,t)1FC(k,t) @9#. For a scattering vector much
larger than the maximum positionkm of the structure factor
S(k)5F(k,0), the cross partFC(k,t) can be neglected and
hence F(k,t) reduces to the self-intermediate-scattering
functionFS(k,t) with FS(k,0)5S(k)51. From Eq.~15!, we
thus obtain
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FS~k,t !5 f ~k,t;f!exp~2k2DS
Lt ! ~16!

with the singular part

f ~k,t;f!5Fexp2H 2E
0

t

m~s;f!dsJ G
kk

, ~17!

wherem(t;f) denotes the matrix whose~k,q! component is
given by

mkq~ t;f!5exp~k2DS
Lt !Mkq~ t;f!exp~2q2DS

Lt !. ~18!

Here exp- is a time-ordered exponential, ordered from the
left, and in order to obtain Eq.~16!, we have used the fact
that Fkq(0)5dk,q . Here we should mention from Eq.~16!
that the scattering functionFS(k,t) is decoupled into a sin-
gular partf (k,t) and a long-time part.

In order to study the relaxation process of the density
fluctuations around the nonequilibrium state, one must solve
the diffusion equation~1! under appropriate initial conditions
and then calculate Eq.~16! self-consistently. In the follow-
ing, however, we only discuss the asymptotic properties of
FS(k,t) and show how the singularity of the correlation ef-
fect causes the slow relaxation of the nonequilibrium density
fluctuations. For the short-time region of ordertg
52p/k2DS

S~f!, from Eq. ~16!, the relaxation obeys the
short-time decay

FS
S~k,t !5@exp2$2m~0;f!t%#kk ~ tB!t<tg!, ~19!

which depends on the initial conditions forz(x,0). For the
long-time region of orderta52p/k2DS

L , the local volume
fractionF~x,t! becomes constant to bef @or z(x,t)51#, and
the self-diffusion coefficientDS reduces to the long-time
self-diffusion coefficientDS

L , whereMkq(t;f)50. Hence
the relaxation is described by the long-time decay

FS
L~k,t !5exp~2k2DS

Lt ! ~ tg!ta<t !. ~20!

Near the critical volume fractionfc , the time ta is scaled
with the separation parameters as

ta;~k2D0!
21usu22. ~21!

Therefore, there exists a crossover from the short-time relax-
ation process to the long-time relaxation process, where the
intermediate-time region is expected to be extended. We next
discuss this.

Let te(f) (@tg) denote a characteristic time over which
the system nearly reaches an equilibrium state where
z(x,t)51. From Eq.~13!, we then obtainMkq(t;f).0 for
t>te . For the intermediate timest>te , therefore, Eq.~16!
can be approximately written as

FS~k,t !. f ~k,te ;f!exp~2k2DS
Lt ! ~ te<t !. ~22!

At the critical volume fractionfc , the scattering function
FS(k,t) thus becomes the plateau with the heightf k

C

5 f (k,te ;fc), while near the critical volume fractionfc , it
is expected to become the plateau for the time regionte<t
!ta and then to decay to zero. Lettb(s) denote a crossover
time from the plateauf k

C to the long-time decayFS
L(k,t),

where te!tb!ta . By expanding Eq.~13! in powers of
s(12z), one can approximately write the memory function
mkq(t;f) as

mkq~ t;f!.22s~12u!k2D0@dk,q2zk2q~ t ! /V#

1O„s2~12z!2…. ~23!

This is combined with Eqs.~17! and ~22! to obtain

F~k,t !.exp@2s~12u!k2D0ck~ te!2k2DS
Lt#, ~24!

where the positive constantck(te) is a function ofk to be
determined, ands<0. Since the second termk2DS

Lt in Eq.
~24! becomes the same order as the first term in Eq.~24! at
t5tb , we thus find

tb;2ck~ te!usu21. ~25!

For small volume fractions wheretb<te , therefore, the pla-
teau disappears and the scattering functions decay quickly to
zero, obeying Eq.~16!. As the volume fraction increases and
tb becomes larger thante , however, the shape of the scat-
tering functions is expected to become very sensitive to the
volume fraction for longer timest@tg , forming a shoulder,
which becomes a plateau with the heightf k

C at the critical
volume fractionfc . Figure 1 shows schematically how the
scattering functionFS(k,t) evolves in time asf increases
@10#.

Near the critical volume fractionfc the singularity of the
correlation effectK„F(x,t)… thus causes the two different
slow relaxations concerned withta andtb in the nonequilib-
rium fluid state~s,0! for the intermediate-time region; the
first decay towards the plateau for the time regionte
,t,tb and the second decay away from the plateau for
tb,t,ta , where both timestb andta diverge at the critical
volume fractionfc . As was predicted in Ref.@10#, therefore,
in the nonequilibrium fluid state nearfc the relaxation pro-
ceeds in the following four time stages: The first is the early
stage fortB!t<tg , where the relaxation obeys Eq.~19!.

FIG. 1. Schematic behavior of the self-intermediate-scattering
function FS(k,t) at ka052.8 for different volume fractions~from
left to right!: 0.543, 0.569, and 0.571 84. The symbols indicate the
time scales;tg ~d!, te ~h!, tb ~s!, and ta ~l!. Figures were ob-
tained by using the asymptotic solution forF(x,t), which was
found by solving Eq.~1! in an approximate manner@10#.
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The second is the so-calledb-relaxation stage fortg!t
!tb , where the relaxation is expected to obey a power-law
decay. The third is the so-calleda-relaxation stage for
tb!t!ta, where the relaxation is expected to obey the von
Schweidler type power-law decay. The last is the late stage
for ta!t, where the relaxation obeys Eq.~20!.

In this paper we have proposed an alternative stochastic
diffusion equation~8! to study the dynamics of nonequilib-
rium density fluctuations in concentrated colloidal suspen-
sions and then investigated the qualitative behavior of the
self-intermediate-scattering function. We have shown that
the singularity of the correlation effect given by Eq.~6!
causes the two different slow relaxations for the intermediate
times near the critical volume fractionfc if the initial state is
nonequilibrium. If the initial state is equilibrium from the
beginning, that is,z(x,t50)51, the shoulder disappears and
the scattering function just obeys the long-time decay given
by Eq. ~20!. Hence we emphasize that the nonequilibrium

effects do change the qualitative behavior of the relaxation
process, leading to the slow dynamics. This situation agrees
with a recent computer simulation of a supercooled polymer
system@11#.

By solving the coupled equations~1! and ~8! self-
consistently under appropriate initial conditions, one can ob-
tain the detailed properties of slow relaxation processes, in-
cluding the power-law behavior, the temporal exponents, and
the crossovers. This calculation is now in progress, showing
that a qualitative behavior ofFS(k,t) is quite similar to that
in Fig. 1. This will be discussed elsewhere together with a
comparison with experiments.
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